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Abstract— A Disruption tolerant networks is a network designed temporary, have the unique features of intermittent connectivity 

which makes routing quite different from other wireless network. Routing misbehavior  like selfish or malicious node can cause pack-

et delay and modifying packets in a network. A node is required to keep a few signed contact record of its previous contact based on it 

the next node can detect a packet dropping,although here it may reduces the packet delivery ratio and waste the system resources such 

as power and bandwidth. To reduce  this problem we propose a scheme as record handler, it is used to maintain the entire information 

about packet  separately and to provide more security and we introduce RC4 algorithm where the message and the key can be send 

individual to nodes for avoiding misbehaviour  on a network. 
 

Index Terms— Disruption Tolerant Networks, Routing  misbehavior, Mitigation. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

Disruption Tolerant Networking is a networking architecture that is 

designed to provide communications in the most unstable and stressed 

environments, where the network would normally be subject to frequent 

and long lasting disruptions and high bit error rates that could severely 

degrade normal communications.DTN works using different kind of 

approach than TCP/IP for packet delivery that is more resilient to disrup-

tion than TCP/IP. DTN is based on a new experimental protocol called 

the Bundle Protocol (RFC 5050). BP sits at the application layer of some 

number of constituent internets, forming a store-and-forward overlay 

network. The Bundle Protocol (BP) operates as an overlay protocol that 

links together multiple subnets into a single network. The basic idea 

behind DTN network is that endpoints aren't always continuously con-

nected. In order to facilitate data transfer, DTN uses a store-and-forward 

approach across routers that is more disruption-tolerant than TCP/IP. 

However, the DTN approach doesn't necessarily mean that all DTN rou-

ters on a network would require large storage capacity in order to main-

tain end-to-end data integrity.  

Disruption Tolerant Networks are frequently used in disaster relief 

missions, peace-keeping missions, and in vehicular networks. Most re-

cently NASA has tested DTN technology for spacecraft communica-

tions.A disruption-tolerant network (DTN) is a network designed so that 

temporary or intermittent communications problems, limitations and 

anomalies have the least possible adverse impact. There are several as-

pects to the effective design of a DTN, including:  

 The use of fault-tolerant methods and technologies. 

 The quality of graceful degradation under adverse conditions 

or extreme traffic loads. 

 The ability to prevent or quickly recover from electronic at-

tacks. 

 Ability to function with minimal latency even when routes are 

ill-defined or unreliable. 

Fault-tolerant systems are designed so that if a component fails or a net-

work route becomes unusable, a backup component, procedure or route 

can immediately take its place without loss of service. At the software 

level, an interface allows the administrator to continuously monitor net-

work traffic at multiple points and locate problems immediately. In 

hardware, fault tolerance is achieved by component and subsystem re-

dundancy.Graceful degradation has always been important in large net-

works. One of the original motivations for the development of the Inter-

net by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the U.S. gov-

ernment was the desire for a large-scale communications network that 

could resist massive physical as well as electronic attacks including 

global nuclear war. In graceful degradation, a network or system contin-

ues working to some extent even when a large portion of it has been 

destroyed or rendered inoperative. 

Electronic attacks on networks can take the form of viruses, worms, 

Trojans, spyware and other destructive programs or code. Other common 

schemes include denial of service attacks and malicious transmission of 

bulk e-mail or spam with the intent of overwhelming network servers. In 

some instances, malicious hackers commit acts of identity theft against 

individual subscribers or groups of subscribers in an attempt to discou-

rage network use. In a DTN, such attacks may not be entirely preventa-

ble but their effects are minimized and problems are quickly resolved 

when they occur. Servers can be provided with antivirus software and 

individual computers in the system can be protected by programs that 

detect and remove spyware. 

As networks evolve and their usage levels vary, routes can change, 

sometimes within seconds. This can cause temporary propagation delays 

and unacceptable latency. In some cases, data transmission is blocked 

altogether. Internet users may notice this as periods during which some 

Web sites take a long time to download or do not appear at all. In a DTN, 

the frequency of events of this sort is kept to a minimum.Routing is the 

transfer of data packets from one location to another, and it's one of the 

fundamental network functions.  

Network throughput, which is the ratio of data packets sent and re-

ceived, is directly related to the routing function of any network. In other 

words, if the routing function is good enough, then we can expect a bet-

ter output from the network. In today's environment, we see different 

types of networks.  
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Figure A shows one type of network, a traditional fixed computer 

network. 

 

FigureA 

                       
                   Traditional fixed network  

 

Another type of network is a wireless network, which you can see 

in Figure B. Other than a wireless network, which depends on some sort 

of supporting structure for normal communication operations, mobile ad-

hoc networks are short range wireless network provide communication 

services without the support of any centralized structure. 

FigureB 

 
              How wireless networks work 

 

Routing in mobile ad-hoc networks is achieved through mobile 

nodes acting as intermediate nodes. These nodes are responsible for 

receiving and forwarding data packets from one host to another in the 

network. The absence of a fixed infrastructure makes routing a challenge 

in a mobile ad-hoc environment.There are also several other issues 

which have an effect on the overall performance of the mobile ad-hoc 

network. Some of these issues include bandwidth constraints, hidden 

terminal problems, security and limited battery power of the participat-

ing nodes. These issues are somehow interrelated with the overall 

routing mechanism. In order to gain a better routing solution, it's almost 

always required to address these issues in conjunction with the routing 

problem of the mobile ad-hoc network. 

Within the traditional routing mechanism, there are also several 

other issues to consider. For example, a node can become selfish and 

refuse to forward data packets to other nodes; or the node fails to for-

ward data packets to the destination node. Finally, a node could enter an 

an inactive state because of a limited power supply. These are some of 

the issues can result in communication breakdowns and can eventually 

lead us to an abnormal network environment.Let's consider when a node 

refuses to forward data packets to the other nodes. There are number of 

approaches you can take that would solve this problem. These solutions 

could involve an initial mutual agreement which can force all interme-

diate nodes to act as intermediate nodes without refusing to forward any 

data packet which comes to them. 

2  EXISTING SYSTEM 

      Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) exploit the intermittent con-

nectivity between mobile nodes to transfer data. Due to a lack of consis-

tent connectivity, two nodes exchange data only when they move into the 

transmission range of each other when a node receives some packets, it 

stores these packets in its buffer, carries them around until it contacts 

another node, and then forwards the packet. In DTNs, a node may mis-

behave by dropping packets even when it has sufficient buffers. Routing 

misbehavior can be caused by selfish nodes that are unwilling to spend 

resources such as power and buffer on forwarding packets of  others, or 

caused by malicious nodes that drop packets to launch attacks. 

Routing misbehavior will significantly reduce the packet delivery 

ratio and waste the resources of the mobile nodes that have carried and 

forwarded the dropped packets.Neighborhood monitoring relies on a 

connected link between the sender and its neighbor, which most likely 

will not exist in DTNs Another line of work uses the acknowledgement 

(ACK) packet sent from the downstream node along the routing path to 

confirm if the packet has been forwarded by the next hop.Although end-

to-end ACK schemes are resistant to such colluding attacks, the ACK 

packets may be lost due to the opportunistic data delivery in DTNs. 

where each packet has multiple replicas, it is difficult for the source to 

verify which replica is acknowledged since there is no persistent routing 

path between the source and destination in DTNs. 

In DTNs, one serious routing misbehavior is the black hole attack, 

in which a black hole node advertises itself as a perfect relay for all des-

tinations, but drops the packets received from others.Another related 

attack is the wormhole attack, which has been recently addressed on 

detecting node clone attacks in sensor networks, since both detect the 

attacker by identifying some inconsistency. However, our work relies on 

a different kind of inconsistency in DTNs, and DTNs do not have the 

reliable link connection used in existing solutions for node clone attacks. 

 

 Disadvantage  

 A node may misbehave by dropping packets 

 Selfish nodes that are unwilling to spend resources 

 Malicious nodes that drop packets to launch attacks. 

 A misbehavior node can loss the data or drop the received 

packets. 

 In such nodes routing misbehavior reduces the packet delivery 

ratio and wastes system resources such as power and band-

width. 

3  PROPOSED SYSTEM 

    We provide the scheme which detects packet dropping in a distributed 

manner. In this scheme, a node is required to keep previous signed con-

tact records such as the buffered packets and the packets sent or re-

ceived, and report them to the next contact node which can detect if the 

node has dropped packets based on the reported records.Misbehaving 

nodes may falsify some records to avoid being detected, but this will 

violate some consistency rules. To detect such inconsistency, a small part 

of each contact record is disseminated to some selected nodes which can 

collect appropriate contact records and detect the misbehaving nodes 

with certain probability we propose a scheme to mitigate routing misbe-

havior by limiting the number of packets forwarded to the misbehaving 

nodes.Routing misbehavior has been widely studied in mobile adhoc 

networks .These works use neighborhood monitoring  or acknowledge-

ment (ACK)  to detect packet dropping, and avoid the misbehaving 

nodes in path selection. 

      Our approach consists of a packet dropping detection scheme and a 

routing misbehavior mitigation scheme. Contact record during each con-

tact and report its previous contact records to the contacted node. Based 

on the reported contact records, the contacted node detects if the misbe-

having node has dropped packets. 
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                      Wireless Networks 

 
The misbehaving node may misreport to hide its misbehavior, but 

forged records cause inconsistencies which make misreporting detecta-

ble. To detect misreporting, the contacted node also randomly selects a 

certain number of witness nodes for the reported records and sends a 

summary of each reported record to them when it contacts them.The 

witness node that collects two inconsistent contact records can detect the 

misreporting node. Illustrates our approach for routing misbehavior mi-

tigation it reduces the data traffic that flows into misbehaving nodes in 

two ways:First,if a misbehaving node misreports, it will be blacklisted 

and will not receive any packet from other nodes;Second,if it reports its 

contact records honestly, its dropping behavior can be monitored by its 

contacted nodes, and it will receive much less packets from them. 

Advantages 

 

 History of the packet should maintain separately.  

 Detect packet dropping. 

 limiting the number of packets forwarded to the misbehaving 

nodes 

4  PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

        In disruption tolerant networks (DTNs), spiteful nodes may collapse 

received packets. This type of routing misbehavior may diminish the 

packet delivery proportion and dissipates system resources such as ener-

gy and bandwidth. Even though new methods have been anticipated to 

diminish routing misbehavior in mobile ad hoc networks, they cannot be 

openly applied to DTNs because of the broken connectivity between the 

connected nodes. In DTNs, a node may misbehave by dropping packets 

even when it has adequate buffer. Routing misbehavior can be caused by 

selfish nodes that are unwilling to spend resources such as power and 

buffer on forwarding packets of others, or caused by malicious nodes 

that drop packets to commence attacks. 

NETWORK CONSTRUCTION 

It is developed in order to create a dynamic network. In a network, 

nodes are interconnected and the resources can be shared among them. 

For the successful data transfer the network must be properly controlled 

and handled. This module is designed in order to develop a controlled 

network traffic environment. Our project aim is to reduce the packet loss 

during data transmission and find the attacks.  

DTN NODES 

        Disruption Tolerant Network is an approach to computer net-

work architecture that seeks to address the technical issues in heteroge-

neous networks that may lack continuous network connectivity. Exam-

ples of such networks are those operating in mobile or extreme terrestrial 

environments, or planned networks in space. DTN is required to keep a 

few signed contact records with mobile nodes. This Previous Records is 

utilized to verify the trustworthiness of DTN. 

RECORDS HANDLER 

          The Records handler is used to maintain the records of the each 

and every nodes. The records are all about the data transmission infor-

mation like size of the packet, time from a particular node to the other 

nodes. From the Records handler we may able to find data transmission 

information each node.  

WITNESS NODE 

           A witness node is a node which has some authority to compel 

testimony to have, knowledge relevant to an event or other matter of 

interest. The witness node will verify the Original data packets the will 

be sent via each and every node. So that we can find the Attacker node or 

the node would give the wrong information.  

BUFFER CAPACITY TECHNIQUE 

           The Buffer Capacity Technique (BCT) is used to find the original 

buffer capacity of  the  DTN Nodes. If the capacity of the DTN nodes is 

mentioned as 20 Mb and the a node is sending the 10 Mb, but it original-

ly handles only 5 Mb.  So that we may able to find the capacity of the 

buffer space easily by using the BCT. 

 

VERIFICATION, COMPARISON  AND IDENTIFICATION OF 

ATTACKS 

           The Witness node will verify the data packets that are originally 

send by the Each and Every node. If the data has to be transmitted from 

A to B. The witness node will calculate the original data packets that was 

send by the A node using records information that was stored in the 

Records Handler. So that we can also verify and compare the data pack-

ets that were send via each and every node. We’re also differentiating 

genuine traffic packet loss with malicious packet loss by comparing the 

Buffer level of every node. So that we can also find the attacks very 

easily.  

ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION 

            For security purpose we’re encrypting the data packet at the 

sender end and decrypt it the receiver end. This will provide more securi-

ty, when the data packets were hacked by the hacker at the time of data 

transmission. For Encryption we’re using RC4 Algorithm.  

 

5  CONCLUSION 

           In this paper, we presented a scheme to detect packet dropping in 

DTNs. The detection scheme works in a distributed way i.e., each node 

detects packet dropping locally based on the collected information. 

Moreover, the detection scheme can effectively detect misreporting even 

when some nodes collude. Analytical results on detection probability and 

detection delay were also presented. Based on our packet dropping de-

tection scheme, we then proposed a scheme to mitigate routing misbeha-

vior in DTNs. The proposed scheme is very generic and it does not rely 

on any specific routing algorithm. Trace-driven simulations show that 

our solutions are efficient and can effectively mitigate routing misbeha-

vior. 
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